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a b s t r a c t
The purpose of this note is to give upper bounds (assuming P different fromNP) on how far
the generalizations of Skolem sequences can be taken while still hoping to resolve the ex-
istence question. We prove that the existence questions for both multi-Skolem sequences
and generalized Skolem sequences are strongly NP-complete. These results are significant
strengthenings and simplifications of the recent NP-completeness result for generalized
multi-Skolem sequences.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Skolem sequences originate from the work by Thoralf Skolem [12] on the construction of Steiner triple systems. He
asked when we could partition the set P = {1, . . . , 2n} into n pairs (pi, p′i) such that the set of differences A = {pi − p′i |
i = 1, . . . , n} = {1, . . . , n}. Later, this problem was reformulated into the (equivalent) problem of deciding which sets
A = {1, . . . , n} can generate a sequence of length 2n with two copies of every element k in A so that the two copies of k
are placed k places apart in the sequence. For example, the set {1, 2, 3, 4} can generate the sequence 42324311, but the set
{1, 2, 3} cannot generate such a sequence. Skolem [12] solved the existence question for Skolem sequences by proving that
A = {1, . . . , n} can generate a Skolem sequence if and only if n ≡ 0, 1(mod 4).
Skolem sequences have been generalized in mainly two directions. The first is to let P , the set of positions that elements
in the sequence are allowed to occupy be a set of 2n positive integers {p1, . . . , p2n}, cf. [1,7,8]. Such sequences are called
generalized Skolem sequences and the existence question is the problem of deciding which sets P = {p1, . . . , p2n} can
be partitioned into the differences in A = {1, . . . , n}. The second line of generalization is to let the set of differences
A be a multiset of positive integers. Such sequences are called multi-Skolem sequences, cf. [2,9], and the corresponding
existence question is the problem of deciding for which multisets A = {a1, . . . , an} there is a partition of {1, . . . , 2n} into
the differences in A.
If these two generalizations are allowed simultaneously, we get the concept of generalizedmulti-Skolem sequences. The
existence question for generalizedmulti-Skolem sequences is then the problem of deciding whether a set P = {p1, . . . , p2n}
of 2n positive integers (the positions) can be partitioned into the multiset of differences A = {a1, . . . , an}. For example, the
answer for P = {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8} and A = {1, 6, 6} is positive since {5− 4, 7− 1, 8− 2} = {1, 6, 6}, and the corresponding
generalized multi-Skolem sequence is 66_11_66. The existence question for generalized multi-Skolem sequences was
proved to be NP-complete in [10] by a rather complicated reduction.
In this notewe strengthen thehardness result in [10] by showing that the existence questions for both generalized Skolem
sequences andmulti-Skolem sequences are NP-complete in the strong sense. Although these results are easy consequences
of the recent NP-completeness results in [6,13], respectively, they are interesting since they give strong upper bounds
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(assuming P 6= NP) on how far the generalizations of Skolem sequences can be taken while still being able to resolve the
existence question in a ‘‘nice’’ way (where the precisemeaning of ‘‘nice’’ is ‘‘by conditions verifiable in polynomial-time’’). In
particular, any polynomial-time verifiable conditions for the existence of generalized Skolem sequences and multi-Skolem
sequences (e.g., those presented in [8,9]) must fail on an infinite number of instances (assuming P 6= NP). Moreover, the
NP-completeness result for multi-Skolem sequences is surprising in light of the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 ([9]). P = {1, . . . , 2n} can be partitioned into the differences in A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} with a1 < a2 < · · · < an
if and only if the number of even ai’s is even, and
∑n
i=m ai ≤ n2 − (m− 1)2 for each 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
For further information on Skolem-type sequences and their applications we refer the reader to [11], and for background
on the theory of NP-completeness we point the reader to [4].
2. NP-completeness of generalized Skolem sequences
The existence question for generalized Skolem sequences can be formulated as follows.
Generalized Skolem Sequences:
Instance: A set P of 2n positive integers.
Question: Can P be partitioned into the differences in A = {1, . . . , n}?
We show that this problem is NP-complete in the strong sense by giving a simple reduction from a special case of
Numerical Matching with Target Sums where all integers are distinct (denoted DNMTS) that was recently proved to be
strongly NP-complete [6].
Distinct Numerical Matching with Target Sums (DNMTS):
Instance: Three sets A = {a1, . . . , an}, B = {b1, . . . , bn}, C = {c1, . . . , cn} of pairwise distinct positive integers such that∑n
i=1 ai +
∑n
i=1 bi =
∑n
i=1 ci.
Question: Can the set A ∪ B ∪ C be partitioned into n triples (ai, bi, ci), i = 1, . . . , n such that ai + bi = ci?
The NP-hardness proof for DNMTS from [6] is proved by reduction from the known NP-complete problem Partial
Latin Square Completion [3]. By analysing the proof from [6] (more specifically, the proof of Lemma 5 and the comment
after Corollary 8) it is immediate to verify that the problem is still NP-complete when restricted to instances satisfying
max(B) < min(C). Given an instance A = {a1, . . . , an}, B = {b1, . . . , bn}, C = {c1, . . . , cn} of DNMTS we reduce it to the
question of deciding whether the set P = B∪ C can be partitioned into the differences in A. We observe that the conditions
max(B) < min(C) and
∑n
i=1 ai +
∑n
i=1 bi =
∑n
i=1 ci implies that any such partition pi − p′i = ai (i = 1, . . . , n) of P = B∪ C
into the differences in A must have pi ∈ C and p′i ∈ B. This is because otherwise
∑n
i=1 pi −
∑n
i=1 p
′
i <
∑n
i=1 ai, which
contradicts pi − p′i = ai (i = 1, . . . , n).
If the answer to the DNMTS instance is yes, then the partition into triples (ai, bi, ci)with ai+ bi = ci (i = 1, . . . , n) gives
a partition of P into the differences in A by ci − bi = ai (i = 1, . . . , n). Similarly, if P = B ∪ C can be partitioned into the
differences in A by a partition pi − p′i = ai (i = 1, . . . , n), then as observed above pi ∈ C and p′i ∈ B, and thus ai + p′i = pi
(i = 1, . . . , n) is a solution to the instance A = {a1, . . . , an}, B = {b1, . . . , bn}, C = {c1, . . . , cn} of DNMTS.
To complete the reduction to Generalized Skolem Sequences we construct a set P ′ that can be partitioned into the
differences in A′ = {1, . . . ,max(A)} if and only if P can be partitioned into the differences in A. Let k = max(A) and define
Q = {q1, . . . , qk−n} = {max(P)+2i·k | 1 ≤ i ≤ k−n}, {r1, . . . , rk−n} = A′\A, and finally P ′ = P∪Q∪{qi+ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ k−n}.
3. NP-completeness of multi-Skolem sequences
The existence question for multi-Skolem sequences can be formulated as follows.
Multi-Skolem Sequences:
Instance: A multiset A of n positive integers.
Question: Can P = {1, . . . , 2n} be partitioned into the differences in A?
The fact that this problem is strongly NP-complete follows immediately from a rather sophisticated NP-hardness proof,
due to Yu et al. [13], for the problem of minimizing the makespan for two machine (flow shop) coupled task scheduling
with two operations per task, unit processing times, and exact delays between operations (in Graham et al.’s [5] three field
notation F2|lj, pij = 1|Cmax). In this scheduling problem there are two machines, M1 and M2 available from time 0 and
onwards and each machine is capable of performing at most one operation at a time. Each task consists of two operations,
the first must be processed byM1, the second byM2, and the processing times of all operations are 1. For each task ti there
is a (non-negative) delay of exactly ai time units between the completion of the first operation on M1 and the start of the
second operation onM2. A schedule σ is a specification of the completion time σ(ti) of each task ti onmachineM2 such that
all conditions above are met.
F2|lj, pij = 1|Cmax (denoted F2UD):
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Instance: A set of n tasks represented by the multiset L = {l1, . . . , ln} where li ∈ N is the delay between the completion
time of the first operation of task ti onM1 and the start time of the second operation of task ti onM2.
Objective: Minimize the makespan (i.e., find a schedule such that the completion time of the last job onM2 is minimal over
all schedules).
Yu et al. [13] prove that the decision variant of F2UD is strongly NP-complete, that is, they prove that the problem of
deciding whether there exists a schedule with makespan less than or equal to y is strongly NP-complete. Their proof is
through a clever and sophisticated reduction from 3-Partition. Moreover, their proof shows that the problem is strongly
NP-complete if y = 2n (where n is the number of tasks) and the schedules are further restricted so that the completion time
of the last operation on M1 must be n and the start time of the first operation on M2 must be n. We denote this restricted
decision variant of F2UD by R-F2UD. We note in passing that the restriction to makespan y = 2n is essential for the NP-
hardness proof in [13], and the core of their proof consists of a careful analysis of the special structure exhibited by such
‘‘tight’’ schedules.
Now, the reduction to Multi-Skolem Sequences is trivial. Given an instance L = {l1, . . . , ln} of R-F2UD, then A =
{l1+ 1, . . . , ln+ 1} is the corresponding instance ofMulti-Skolem Sequences. If there is a schedule σ such that the answer
to the R-F2UD instance is ‘‘yes’’, then (σ (ti)− (li + 1), σ (ti)) (i = 1, . . . , n) is a partition of {1, . . . , 2n} into the differences
in A = {l1 + 1, . . . , ln + 1} by σ(ti)− (σ (ti)− (li + 1)) = li + 1 (i = 1, . . . , n). Similarly, if {1, . . . , 2n} can be partitioned
into the differences in A = {l1+ 1, . . . , ln+ 1} by pi− p′i = li+ 1 (i = 1, . . . , n), then the schedule σ(ti) = p′i (i = 1, . . . , n)
shows that L = {l1, . . . , ln} is a ‘‘yes’’ instance of R-F2UD.
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